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RE: The Springbank Oﬀ-Stream Reservoir Project #80123
Dear Minister McKenna:
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Springbank Oﬀ-Stream Project Environmental Impact
Assessment. We are not in support of this project, for many reasons; some of which are further described in
this leXer.
As this proposed structure is to be built on a ﬂoodplain, a relaZvely short distance from steep mountains, and
close to a large city and vulnerable communiZes, we believe the extreme consequences of a project failure
scenario have not been addressed.
1 . Safety
Upstream water infrastructure, with vulnerable downstream communiZes, must be built to the highest
possible safety levels because of the potenZal for catastrophic consequences in the event of failure, according
to the Canadian Dam AssociaZon Consequence ClassiﬁcaZon RaZngs for Dams [1]. Yet SR1 is designed to the
lowest acceptable ﬂood level raZng despite the fact that it falls under the “Extreme Consequences” category
due to the damage that would be caused in the event of a failure.
The recently released Springbank Oﬀ-Stream Reservoir Project Environmental Impact Assessment presented by
Stantec states in the IntroducZon (secZon 1:0):
“The Elbow River ﬂood of 2013 was a devasta9ng event socially and economically. That event had an
es9mated peak ﬂow of 1240 m3/s, a 7-day volume of 149,600,000 m3 and is es9mated to be slightly greater
than a 1:200 year ﬂood”.
Please note that this is an “esZmated” ﬂow rate. No readings were available because the ﬂow was so strong
that the measuring gauges were washed away. This leads us to believe that the 2013 ﬂood on the Elbow River
could actually have been larger, similar to the conclusion that was reached regarding the Bow River ﬂow in the
Bow River Water Management Project report submiXed Goverment in May 2017 [2]:
“One key diﬀerence between es9mated peak ﬂows from the early 1900’s and those measured during the 2005
and 2013 ﬂood events (on the Bow River) is that the more recent events were moderated considerably by the
existence and opera9on of six sizeable storage reservoirs upstream of Calgary. (See Table 1). These reservoirs
stored water and reduced peak ﬂows downstream in Calgary by approximately 600 cms in 2013. Taking this
into account would put the naturalized 2013 ﬂood peak for the Bow River at Calgary (upstream of the Elbow
River) at about 2,400 cms – approximately the same peak as the 1879 and 1897 ﬂood events. Figure 5 shows
the es9mated and measured peak streamﬂows at Calgary upstream of the Elbow River conﬂuence”.
If the force of the 2013 ﬂows on the Bow are actually concluded to be similar to the highest recorded ﬂood
levels (30% larger than the widely believed force of the 2013 ﬂood) could one reasonably conclude that the
same holds also true for the Elbow River? If so, than how can our decision makers and design engineers (who
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are bound to protect public safety and build according to the “worst case scenario”) let the public believe that
the design capacity for SR1 of 700 mcm will protect Calgary?
What happens when the cumulaZve eﬀects of ongoing projects downstream of the proposed SR1 greatly
enhance any worse-case scenario being considered by the Proponent ? Based on what has been submiXed in
the EIA, it seems the cumulaZve eﬀects have been grossly under-studied and under reported.
2. AlternaZve Project
The selecZon of the McLean Creek Dam opZon, submiXed as the required SR1 AlternaZve OpZon, is highly
quesZonable, when it was known from previous consultant reports that it could only support a design capacity
of 560 mcm. Why was a more robust, upstream alternaZve not developed further, such as the Tri-River Joint
Reservoir proposal (ﬁrst presented to the Alberta Government in 2015)? An alternaZve that can actually help
to prevent a ﬂood, as well as miZgate drought condiZons, instead of oﬀering uncertain and limited ﬂood
miZgaZon.
Dr. John Pomeroy, the renowned hydrologist who was awarded $77.8 million to head a department at the
University of Saskatchewan to study “Water Futures – The Eﬀect of Global Warming on our Water Resources”
was quoted as saying “ConservaZonists have suggested the best way to manage for future ﬂooding lies
upstream in the headwaters, the area along the eastern slopes of the Rockies” [3]. Dr. Pomeroy has also
provided through his work that the ﬂood in 2013 was more likely a 1:40 year return.
The dams built upstream of Calgary on the Bow River in the early 1900’s have protected and provided
incalculable beneﬁts to Albertans in the past century. The proposed Tri-River Joint Reservoir of Alberta
(www.prevenZngalbertaﬂoods.ca) would provide even greater beneﬁts. Not only would it protect downstream
communiZes on the Elbow, Sheep and Highwood rivers from ﬂood damages, and protect the majority of river
communiZes (including Redwood Meadows and Bragg Creek), but it would also conserve our priceless spring
waters for drought events and provide an opportunity for the generaZon of clean, renewable hydro-electricity,
environmental conservaZon, as well as tourism and recreaZonal opportuniZes.
The Tri-River proposal (or TRJR) was presented to Premier Notley in July 2015, and was forwarded to
Environment Minister Phillips and Mr. Andrew Wilson for study. The proposal was summarily rejected a few
weeks later in a leXer from Mr. Andrew Wilson, without having been seriously regarded (or seemingly
understood). No evidence (or report) of any assessment ever being done on the Tri-River proposal has been
provided to date.
The leXer from Mr. Wilson is aXached for your reference, as well as the response from Dr. Emile Gabriel
(author of the White Paper on the Tri-River Reservoir). Dr. Gabriel responded to the quesZons brought up by
Mr. Wilson and requested a meeZng with Mr. Wilson and decision makers, yet despite repeated requests and
unreturned phone calls, he was unable to obtain an opportunity to further clarify his proposal. It is important
to note that Dr. Gabriel is a private ciZzen and submiXed his proposal with the belief that it will beneﬁt all
Albertans, and provide upstream management of our precious water resources. An alternaZve to the SR1 that
provides a much beXer environmental, social and economic beneﬁt than either the SR1 or McLean Creek
projects presented by the Proponent .
In the years since the SR1 project has been proposed, and given the amount of negaZve public feedback it has
received, why haven’t other addiZonal alternaZve (and upstream) projects been proposed and studied for
feasibility, such as the TRJR?
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3. CumulaZve Eﬀects
The EIA is severely deﬁcient in describing, mapping and studying the cumulaZve eﬀects of current and ongoing
projects occurring downstream of the proposed SR1, especially with respect to a worst-case scenario (i.e.: SR1
failure). It does not take into account how the drainage and environmental buﬀering of ﬂood waters has
changed since the 2013 ﬂood and been impacted by current construcZon projects. (EIS Guideline reference
Part 1, Sec 4.4; EIS reference Vol 3C, sec 1).
In the map provided (Vol. 3C, sec 1.1.4, ﬁg. 14), the drainage path and environmental buﬀering zones, such as
wetlands, are not indicated. No project “improvements” or changes along the drainage route are idenZﬁed,
such as the South West Calgary Ring Road (SWCRR), and subsequent inﬁlling of dozens of wetlands and
therefore loss of these ﬂood buﬀer zones, the Elbow River bridges (3 of them), the changes made to the river
ﬂow path, or the work on the Glenmore Reservoir. The SWCRR project alone has resulted in a loss of 24
wetlands (for a total of 22.07 hectares, which is likely a very conservaZve number based on the calculaZon
errors idenZﬁed by Appellants from the consultant studies provided by the Proponent - Alberta
TransportaZon) [4].
With respect to surface water quality (EIS Guideline reference Part 2, Sec 6.6.3; EIS reference Vol 3C, sec 1.5.1),
the Proponent was asked to describe how the SWCRR has been designed within the Environmental ProtecZon
Plan and the contractor’s plans, and the following statement is provided, without demonstraZng any evidence
or providing speciﬁc examples: “In the absence of residual eﬀects on SWQ from the SWCRR, there is no
pathway for cumulaZve eﬀects within the Project.”
The Proponent references the SWCRR Environmental Assessment and AMEC Environment and Infrastructure
report (2014), yet this report could not be found through the link provided in the EIS, through the Alberta
TransportaZon website, or on the SWCRR project website: a request was sent in regards to providing this
report through the project website, and no response has been received. In a recent ruling from the
Environmental Appeals Board [4], it has been deemed that SWCRR construcZon violates current wetland
policy; it has contributed to the unnecessary inﬁlling of wetlands and loss of buﬀer zones (downstream of SR1),
which makes the lack of disclosure by the Proponent highly suspect, if not negligent. Either the Proponent has
no real idea of the cumulaZve eﬀects of the SR1 (and is lacking due diligence) or is acZvely trying to mislead
CEAA by downplaying cumulaZve eﬀects which should reasonably be known. As per the Bow River Working
Group [2], “Flood or drought miZgaZon cannot be assessed in isolaZon - they must be considered as part of a
water management system that values watershed health.”
4. DisrupZon to Nearby CommuniZes
For SR1 construcZon, roads, electric power lines, telephone and internet cables, gas lines and bridges will need
to be relocated. Project construcZon would be conZnuous (24 hours per day). Diesel engines will be running
to provide power. It seems the well-being and inconvenience to the nearby residents is of no concern to the
Proponent. We have already seen this disregard in the way the South West Ring Road construcZon has been
conducted (Alberta TransportaZon is the Proponent on this project), with blatant disregard to environmental
windows and concerns, and complaints from nearby residents (i.e: ignoring bird breeding season windows;
unnecessary inﬁlling of wetlands and ﬂood buﬀer zones; dust and noise; lack of bird deterrents and overall lack
of environmental monitoring and accountability). What speciﬁc measures (versus generic “miZgaZon” plans)
and enforcement procedures are in place (or proposed by the Proponent) to ensure accountability?
Considering that the Proponent is ready to expropriate land ahead of environmental approvals, it further
reduces the Proponent’s credibility that this project would be managed in a responsible manner. It also leaves
doubt that this parZcular project is truly in the public’s interest (i.e.: the approach that something is beXer
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than nothing). If indeed, the needs of all downstream Albertans are being met or aﬀected by the SR1 project,
then more people should have been enZtled to parZcipant funding in this process, rather than three
Springbank landowners and the named First NaZons and Indigenous groups awarded funding.
5. Other ConsideraZons
According to the consulZng ﬁrm Deltares [5], hired by the Alberta Environment and Parks to review the two
ﬂood miZgaZon projects SR1 and McLean Creek, no sediment transport studies have been conducted (during
the Zme of their review), and: “Temporary storage of water in deten9on areas is not a very robust measure, in
the sense that it is eﬀec9ve up to a certain design condi9on, but when it is overcharged its eﬀect is reduced to
nil. And, moreover, it is very sensi9ve to 'sound opera9on and fast response 9me'.”
Deltares also refers to other consideraZons in adopZng Room-for-the-River principles, which do not appear to
have been considered by the Proponent and become especially perZnent in regards to the cumulaZve eﬀects
of downstream projects: river alignment changes, reducZon of the river’s discharge capacity, increased
sediment loading, and the eliminaZon or severe reducZon of signiﬁcant environmental buﬀer zones.
InhalaZon health risk (EIS Guideline reference Part 2, Sec 6.3.4; EIS reference Vol. 3A, Sec 15.0) appears to be
focused on the risk during construcZon acZviZes and does not adequately respond to the risk associated with
the residual eﬀects of materials that would be leu over from the use of SR1 auer a ﬂood event.
Ground water ﬂood mapping, impacts and cumulaZve eﬀects of the project on groundwater quality (during a
ﬂood event and post-ﬂood) also appear to have not been adequately considered or suﬃcient evidence
presented to qualify the assumpZons made, where residual eﬀects “are assessed as not signiﬁant.”
6. Conclusion
We do not support the SR1 project, or the proposed McLean Creek alternaZve, as neither one is in the public
interest with respect to public safety, environmental consideraZons or eﬀecZve (upstream) ﬂood prevenZon.
Instead, both of the proposed projects could actually precipitate environmental damage and potenZal loss of
life during another large ﬂood event, especially when considered in conjuncZon with the cumulaZve eﬀects of
other projects, such as the SWCRR, occurring downstream.
As the EIA required consideraZon of an AlternaZve OpZon, and only two opZons were provided for consultants
to study (Springbank versus McLean Creek), with the alternaZve opZon already being deemed inadequate, we
believe this does not meet the spirit and intent of the CEAA legislaZon. Other alternaZves, such the Tri-River
proposal, should have been brought forward and studied with the appropriate due diligence deserving of such
a serious undertaking.
We believe that the Tri-River Joint Reservoir (TRJR) proposal should be fairly assessed (i.e.: undergo a feasibility
assessment) and studied as an alternaZve to the SR1 project. It is the only project with the potenZal to
provide protecZon to most of the 2013 aﬀected river communiZes, and no one would need to lose their
homes or family lands in the process; to sacriﬁce one community for another. We are conﬁdent that a beXer
alternaZve exists to the proposed SR1 - a project like the TRJR that has the greatest potenZal to help Alberta to
grow and prosper in the future, instead of dividing our communiZes and puwng our environment and City at
even greater risk in the event of a major ﬂood.
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Respecxully,

Melissa Joy
Comprehensive Flood & Water Management Council, Volunteer
Address: 104 Shawglen Rise SW
Calgary, AB, T2Y 1Z2
Enclosed:
1. Tri-River Joint Reservoir of Alberta White Paper by Dr. Emile Gabriel
2. Tri-River Joint Reservoir Summary InformaZon Sheet
3. LeXer from Mr. Andrew Wilson to Dr. Gabriel (July 10, 2015)
4. LeXer of response from Dr. Gabriel to Mr. Andrew Wilson (July 31, 2015)
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Tri-River Joint Reservoir of Alberta
An Advanced Flood/Drought Control and Management System
1.1 Executive Summary
This white paper is an intricate multi-purpose study to present and describe an alternative
and innovative mitigation strategy in dealing with short and long-term dangerous floods and
drought events in the province of Alberta. The paper highlights also a number of problems
and drawbacks in current proposed solutions and subsequent possible negative social,
economic and political consequences.
The preliminary plan includes relevant technical aspects, benefit analysis, evaluations and
possible future opportunities. The overall design is based on the concept of “living with
nature”, and it is tailored to Alberta’s specific needs.
Challenges caused by floods and droughts are rather complex; it is a time-sensitive issues
and could be very costly affecting different communities on many fronts. Provincial initial
estimates showed that well over $5 billion will be needed to rebuild infrastructure after the
2013 flood, most important is the detrimental effect on residents’ wellbeing. Therefore an
acceptable mitigation solution must be judicious, comprehensive, innovative, effective, and
fit for the Province of Alberta specific immediate and future needs.
The proposed mitigation concept in this paper is based on studies and investigations that
relate specifically to three rivers’ headwaters and geography. The nature of the flow in these
critical rivers (the Elbow, Sheep and Highwood, in addition to Bow River) that contribute to
floods was studied and examined. A mitigation mechanism that takes advantage of unique
natural characteristics of these rivers is introduced providing a modern and effective plan to
manage these three rivers simultaneously from one centralized reservoir to achieve
flood/drought control, and water management.
1.1.1 Key words
 Current facts: The real challenge today is the unusually rapid rise in water levels in
rivers; thus, the assumption of “one in 100 or 200 years major flood occurrences” is no
longer safe or practical based on current events. We do not have to look far; we just need
to remember events that took place within just one year after the 2013 flood (the prairie
floods), in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and southern Alberta. As well, the flood
phenomenon has lately been occurring globally and at an unprecedented scale in places
such as our neighbour to the south, Japan (Halong Storm, 2014) and Hawaii (Tropical
Storm Isellei, 2014), in combination with erratic and unsettled weather conditions. It is
wiser, therefore, to expect the unexpected and prepare in advance for the worst. This type
of forward thinking is supported also by a statement found on the City of Calgary website
stating: “…this does not mean that if a 100-year flood happened this spring, it wouldn’t
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happen again for another 100 years. It could happen again in the following year or even
twice or more in any given year (Calgary City News Blog).
 Judicious: A master mitigation plan should have a built-in option to instantly divert
dangerous waters in case of a flood occurring before large mitigation projects are
completed.
 Comprehensive: A strategic master plan should be based on a holistic perspective,
collectively addressing both issues of flood and drought events, in addition to the issue of
increasing shortage in quality water supplies.
 Creative: The master plan should have short and long-term net benefits relevant to costs.
 Innovative: It should allow for utilizing new and advanced technologies and designs.
 Effective: The design should be capable of providing a rapid and comprehensive
protection plan for different affected areas.
 Practical: The design should function optimally, and be financially justifiable and
publically supported.
It is also worth noting that the proposed solution in this paper provides an option that
could evade the need to have a diversion tunnel within the City of Calgary.
Table 1: Technical Terms Specific to this Paper
TERM
Tri-River Joint Reservoir of Alberta
(TRJR)
Intake gates

Connectors*
Gentle Path Corridors
Reverse Path
River headwater**

DESCRIPTION
A proposed new joint reservoir in the vicinity of the
Sheep River headwater.
Gates located at the rivers’ headwaters zone (Elbow,
Sheep and Highwood), which can be opened to allow
water to flow toward the proposed new joint reservoir.
Channels built, starting at the river headwater (Elbow
and Highwood) to direct water to the proposed joint
reservoir.
The areas adjacent to the connectors.
Canals taking water from the joint reservoir back to the
rivers.
A starting point for the river upstream

*The term “connector” is used here to avoid a perception of these channels being diversion channels
altering the course of the river. The function of these connectors is to channel a certain volume of water
toward the proposed joint reservoir passing through vegetation areas having gradual slopes.

**This definition is used in the context of this paper.
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1.2 Problematic Floods and the Nature of Alberta Challenges
The following challenges and obstacles arose following the results of studies and reports
done by consultants, as well as public responses to proposed projects and mitigation plans.
 Discontent with the idea of putting millions of dollars into projects which involve digging
a number of “pits/dry dams”, or building a diversion channel in Calgary1, while lacking
additional design options to provide for other possible benefits in case of “no harmful
flood” occurring for some time.
 On the other hand, there is unsettling question resides in the fact that no scientist or
government official can give a guarantee to the public to assure them that no damaging
flood will occur for a period of at least five years, which is the minimum assumed time
needed to build and construct current proposed mitigation options according to the
information provided in the consultants reports.
 In dealing with an imminent serious flood that could happen before mitigation projects
are completed, what is the contingency plan?
 In regard to the fact that multiple rivers coming from different directions and affecting
many towns and cities (see Sec. 1.4), studies and proposals attempting to deal with these
rivers separately, revealed many problems and disadvantages technically and otherwise.
 Current proposed mitigations do not provide optimum solutions, nor do they take
advantage of the critical “connectivity factor” among those rivers and the adjacent creeks,
in addition to possible subsequent negative effects downstream.
 The same studies also showed that dealing with these rivers at locations further
downstream triggers many difficult challenges and possible serious delays for
constructions.
 Obviously, dealing with just one river would not prompt the other rivers that cause floods
to “stand up” and take notes!
 The public may perceive some of the current proposed solutions as just projects being
undertaken motivated by the notion, “doing anything is better than doing nothing.”
 The unintended consequences of an incompatible or rushed mitigation plan could result
in a disaster becoming a human tragedy and a financial fiasco.
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The mayor of Calgary, Mr. Nenshi has eloquently expressed these points explaining that the city could be in a
position to spend money on something that might never be used. On the other hand, delaying action could increase
the risk that provincial and federal partners, as well as municipal voters, will be inclined to downplay the future risk
in order to save money in the short-term.
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1.3 A Multifaceted Challenge
Much has been written on potential shortage of water in southern Alberta, as well as the
near certainty that the situation will worsen in the future.
 “A finite supply: New water will only be found via water efficiency and water reuse”. In
2003, Alberta Environment closed the South Saskatchewan River Basin (including the
Bow River) to new license allocations. In the long-term, water shortages will become
increasingly wide spread in North America (Calgary City News Blog, 2014a).
 A number of studies have indicated that there is a shortage of water in the City of
Calgary. Concerns about the long-term sustainability of our water resources are
increasing as the scarcity, allocation, and quality of water become more important to our
communities (Calgary City News Blog, 2014b).
 The public desires to have a multifaceted solution, dealing with both flood and drought
conditions in addition to environmental concerns (Mitigation Advisory Panel).
 An adequate solution has to consider possible negative ripple effect downstream.
 A comprehensive master plan needs to have a long-term solution and accommodate
different areas that were affected by flooding.
 Special attention should be paid to fish habitat and ecological balance.
 An optimum engineering design should also be capable of managing the problem of
water fluctuation in different rivers.
1.4 Issues with Current Mitigation Proposals
Since June, 2013 flood, many ideas and proposals for flood mitigation have been
presented. The following discussion illustrates the obstacles facing these proposals.
Limitations and disadvantages are highlighted in order to be able to note how the proposed
solution in this paper deals with these obstacles and rectifies potential problems.
1.4.1.1 On The Proposed Dry Dam Located 8 Km. Upstream Of the Towns of Turner Valley and
Black Diamond.
Scheme S2:
“The hydrotechnical assessment found the dam would likely be classified as a high risk
dam, based on Canadian Dam Safety Guidelines and its proximity to the Towns of Turner
Valley and Black Diamond…It was also found that the water level upstream of the dam
would frequently fluctuate during the wet season and likely cause bank erosion in the
forested reservoir area…The environmental assessment concluded that dam S2 would have a
significant negative impact on the aquatic life in the Sheep River”. (AECOM, 2014, p. ii).
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Three main problems: a) - high risk, b) - negative impact on the aquatic life, and c) erosion in the forested reservoir area.
This report also added, “No dry dams are known to exist in Canada but a few can be
found in USA and Japan.” (AECOM, 2014, p. 41)
1.4.1.2 AMEC Report on the Elbow River Dam at McLean Creek
This report recommended having an additional study to establish a preferred route,
stating: “The proposed project is located within the Green Zone and is located entirely on Crown
Land. Highway 66 and numerous existing recreational facilities will be impacted by the proposed
project. Additional study is required to establish a preferred route…The Elbow Ranger Station is
located on the north side of Highway 66 along Ranger Creek, and these facilities would be
affected. Project components would directly affect the Elbow River and its associated riparian
land” (AMEC, 2014, pp. 18,19).
In addition, a recent report on McLean Creek Dry Dam indicated that the dam would
require relocation of a portion of Highway 66 and the highway's bridge over the Elbow River
(Alberta Government, 2014b).
1.4.1.3 Suggestion to Drain the Ghost Reservoir
It was suggested that TransAlta’s Ghost Reservoir could be drained considerably ahead
of the flood season to take the Bow River’s flood water before it reaches Calgary; however,
using the Ghost Reservoir for flood control could come with downsides, both for the
company that uses it to sell power and for water users.
The most critical question is, if the Ghost Reservoir were to be drained dry, would it still
be able to prevent flooding similar to that experienced in 2013?
1.4.1.4 Changes to the Glenmore Dam
This option has raised concerns about safety, e.g., “... infrastructure changes might be
considered to raise Glenmore dam crest elevation or lower the intakes; but this could lead to
safety concerns, and the cost of a major rebuild would need to be compared to other
mitigation alternatives…A major capital project would be required to replace the existing
stop logs with operable gates” (Alberta WaterSMART, 2014, p. 56).
1.4.1.5 An “Off-Stream” Storage Site near Springbank
The proposed reservoir would help control Elbow River flow rates during a flood,
however Springbank Road would need to be diverted around the basin or converted into a
causeway.
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1.4.1.5.1 Obstacles facing this “off-stream” Storage Proposal
 The need to acquire farm and ranch lands for the large diversion canal and dry storage
areas,
 A possible lengthy public consultation.
 This option deals with only one river (one-river solution).
 No previous experience with building or using dry dams in Canada.
1.4.1.6 Stantec Consulting Ltd. Report
Stantec Consulting Ltd. was commissioned by the Community Flood Mitigation
Advisory Panel to assist their efforts by providing engineering assessments and practical
solutions. Reporting on October, 25, 2013, the assessments indicated different engineering
and technical challenging issues, which would need to be dealt with regarding the concept of
dry dams. Most importantly the report concluded the following:
“However as part of the review process with the public and stakeholder, it was identified
that drought is another major climatic condition that impacts Albertans. This may be an item
that could be explored further as part of detailed design as this consideration would
necessitate some sort of permanent storage with freeboard… Lastly land ownership was
considered as it was thought that in order to complete the facilities in a timely manner, it was
best if they were located on Public Lands”.
It is worth noting that the purpose of the Springbank Off-stream Reservoir, according to
the Alberta Government website, is as follows: “protect residents and property in Rocky
View County and Calgary… the design concept of the Springbank Off-stream Reservoir
diverts extreme flood flow from the Elbow River into an off-stream storage reservoir. It
would be temporarily contained there….”.
These stated reasons for the plan immediately leave us with a number of unanswered
questions: Could this project also be classified as a future investment? How about the
remaining affected communities? In the case of the City of Calgary this approach seems to
contradict a simple fundamental planning and engineering principle, which requires assessing
and accounting for all possible risks and contributing factors influencing the plan and a
strategic design; in other words, the question here becomes: How would this “limited
approach” deal with the cumulative effect of a flood where the Bow River was a contributing
factor to the damage occurring in the City of Calgary during the 2013 flood?
Also, the idea of using the Ghost Reservoir as another option for a backup flood control
could come with new challenges and downsides, both for the company that uses it to sell
power and for water users.
In addition, the level of effectiveness of the Springbank Off-stream Reservoir project is
dependent also on constructing one or two other proposed projects (a dry dam near McLean
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Creek and a diversion tunnel in Calgary), which remain facing serious technical and social
challenges.
Some residents objected and resisted the Springbank project, which could delay the
approval process, while the occurrence of a serious flood taking place before projects are
completed remains a strong possibility.
A flood detention reservoir may also cause water quality issues, since it is typically
designed for small rainfall events to remove pollutants and sediment. However, during large
flood events these pollutants and sediments can be carried downstream in large plumes
causing major water quality issues.
How the proposed “permanent storage with freeboard” would solve the drought problem
for different areas in the province of Alberta, where would it be located and would the cost
be economically justifiable?; these remain another unanswered questions.
Calgary mayor, Mr. Nenshi, was quoted saying:
“This dry dam would not be used except during a flood and would not allow for
comprehensive water management, what the province had previously stated was their goal for
this project.”
1.4.1.7 Calgary Underground Diversion Tunnel
Geologic formation, groundwater and bedding planes for a proposed construction route must
be fit for this type of tunnels. Construction will take a number of years, with no guarantee that
unknown geotechnical problems which could arise during construction would be resolved
quickly. In addition, underground floodways are built to handle floods, not to mitigate for
drought.
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Alberta's Watershed Management Symposium of April 29, 2014 (Alberta governoment,
2014) provided the following summary:
Figure 1: Results from Alberta's Watershed Management Symposium of April 29, 2014
Initiatives Going Forward

Figure 1- a

Figure 1- b

1.5 Unavoidable Lesson and Inescapable Conclusion
As was demonstrated earlier, the findings of recent studies by consultants on different
proposals regarding the 2013 Alberta flood indicated that most current or previous proposed
major mitigation projects are not highly favorable or widely acceptable (many were classified as
“not recommended or not viable”, as shown in Figure 1).
Even local piecemeal solutions of berms or dykes would require an intricate wideranging engineering design, otherwise there could have negative consequences on rivers’ flow
affecting sensitive areas downstream, such as bridges’ approaches. Therefore, a proactive and
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progressive thinking dictates that the most rational next step should be considering a different
approach and a new strategy.
1.5.1 Challenges with Most Recent Flood Mitigation Proposals
Table 2: Most Current Proposals
Options

McLean Creek
dry dam

Off-stream
storage site

Calgary
Underground
Diversion

Location

At the confluence
of McLean Creek
and the Elbow
River

Near Springbank
Road west of
Calgary

Calgary

Purpose

Overall Evaluation

To protect residents and
property in Rocky View
County, Bragg Creek,
Redwood Meadows (Tsuu
T'ina Nation), and Calgary.

These proposals have serious
drawbacks and potential delays
(as was illustrated earlier in Sec.
1.4).
Therefore, these options should
be categorized as “sub-optimal
and short-term” solutions since
they do not provide for a
comprehensive, safe, profitable
and optimum solution.

To protect residents and
property in Rocky View
County and Calgary.

To divert water during flood
conditions.

On the basis of the fact that studies examining current mitigation concepts have shown
numerous drawbacks, with some being more serious than others, the inevitable conclusion
demands a paradigm shift to the realm of creativity in order to obtain an optimum solution and to
develop an innovative design that is tailored to Alberta’s specific conditions and needs.
The proposed concept in this paper might appear to some, at first glance, as an
“unorthodox” approach, but it is, in fact, a unique custom-designed solution made in Alberta for
Alberta.
1.6 Pitfalls in Previous Approaches were Avoided in this White Paper
The following are some of the pitfalls that the concept of Tri-River Joint Reservoir for
Alberta attempted to avoid in this paper approach:
- Dealing with each river separately.
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-

-

-

Choosing potential locations for mitigation structures further downstream where
infrastructure or other buildings and facilities can become serious obstacles causing
delays.
Considering the option of “dry dams”, a type of dams, while it was used in other
countries, but never before in Canada.
Exercising a “silo approach” in planning and dealing with the problem, focusing solely
on flood mitigation plans that would decrease undesirable flood effect vs. working out an
optimum strategy that can provide a capability to control and manage harmful floods.
Perceiving the required solutions as being entirely a protection plan vs. an investment that
can address critical issues of long-term water management and conservation in addition
to possible future plans encompassing concepts for generating revenue. Water has been
and will always remain the key to expansion and launching new opportunities.

1.7 Uniqueness and Fundamental Principles of the Design
1.7.1 Three Rivers - One Central Management System
One of the prime objectives of this study was to identify possible usable locations within the
headwater zones of the three rivers that contribute to floods (Elbow, Sheep and Highwood),
which may have specific paths that can connect to an area which is less controversial and
suitable for a future joint-water-reservoir in order to be able to manage these three rivers from
one single location.
By connecting these three rivers at points of start upstream, we can have a better control and
management of water in these rivers form one new central control/redistribution reservoir.
In such a manner, a modern water management system can be established to protect different
communities from dangerous floods while providing better mechanisms for water management
as well as handling drought conditions.
This study’s findings revealed that the headwater of the Sheep River is located at a central
point in close proximity to the headwaters of the other two rivers (Elbow and Highwood) at a
distance of approximately fifteen kilometers both ways (north and south).
These findings led to the innovative aspects in the approach and structural design outlined in
this paper, as it emerged from a principle and a concept of developing a management capability
to simultaneously control water levels and water discharge in these three rivers from one central
location as opposed to dealing with each river separately.
The undertaken preliminary research showed that this concept could be achieved based on
result from topographical study as well as further investigations conducted in relation to the
locations and specific natural features of Elbow, Sheep and Highwood rivers’ headwaters.
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1.8 Design Core Concept
Understanding and taking advantage of specific characteristics of the Elbow, Sheep, and
Highwood rivers’ headwaters are the basis and the roadmap for the design. The proposed
concept utilizes certain unique features of these three critical rivers at their headwaters and
incorporates, as well, the element of connectivity among these rivers downstream as is outlined
in the technical description in this paper.
1.8.1 Guiding Principles and Conceptual Strategy
-

-

-

-

The master plan should be comprehensive, both short and long term, and economically
viable.
The preferred location should be safe, “off stream” and within the vicinity of the rivers’
upstream zones.
Managing the flow of these rivers from one central location at the Sheep River
headwater. Having such a unique opportunity to manage three rivers simultaneously from
one central location provides a superior option for effective and flexible control and
management.
The design should also incorporate a capability to provide for drought management.
Earned values obtained from the overall plan must surpass the mere concept of “flood
mitigation” having overarching features that can provide other possible benefits and
utilizations.
While learning from past experiences and from other jurisdictions is important, the final
design should not be just an effort to mimic some ideas were used somewhere else,
rather, it should be a sound social, economic and engineering concept reflecting the most
suitable optimum solution for Alberta.
A challenge of this magnitude is better met with both short and long-term plans as
presented in this paper, applied through multiple phases benefiting current and future
generations; thus, it can be supported by both and financed through a long-term
budgeting plan.

1.8.2 The Design Intricate Composition
1.8.2.1 Technical aspect
-

The fundamentals of this proposal go beyond the notion of exercising resilience in the
face of adversity, or just reducing a flood negative effect (this approach, in a sense, is
passive). The basic concept in this paper is intrinsically rooted in having a capability to
control floods and effectively manage drought events, store water for current and future
needs, and generate return on investments.
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-

-

-

-

The technical solution is based on two main fundamental principles, first, meeting
Alberta’s most urgent need of having a capability to provide an immediate diversion of
unsafe water to the most practical and safe area (a flood occurring sooner before any of
the mitigation plans is completed); secondly, it should be able to manage the three rivers
causing floods from one central location simultaneously.
Mitigation options closer to communities and infrastructures should be avoided as much
as possible, since they would limit the availability of appropriate areas required to
construct an effective project, in addition to the possibility of having a lengthy public
consultation or a long regulatory approval process.
While the solution should be sophisticated enough to provide for multi-dimensional
benefits (immediate and long-term), accommodating different affected areas, it should
also be simple enough and environmentally friendly in order to be constructed in a timely
manner.
The technical solution has to reach the optimum level in the engineering design;
otherwise, we have not yet learned the lesson of the Louisiana flood during Hurricane
Katrina (where the levee system was not high or adequate enough (serious flood
onslaughts do not take any time, normally, to consider the adequacy of our designs!).

1.8.3 Identifying and Locating Gentle Slopes across the Undulating Plateau.
An additional study using a special software program to determine if there exist paths
(within vegetation areas and away from rocky terrains) that have a gradual slope between the
headwaters of the Sheep/Bow and Sheep/Highwood Rivers respectively has yielded a
surprisingly positive result indicating that these rivers can be connected using certain paths
passing through vegetation areas which have gradual slopes. These paths are shown in red,
superimposed on the area map as illustrated in Figures 4, 6, 7 and 9. Figure 2 shows a map of the
four river’s headwaters overall area, and Figure 3 shows the Sheep River Valley map.
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Figure 2: Rivers Headwaters Overall Area

Source: http://wsow.brbc.ab.ca/

Figure 3: Sheep River Valley Map

Source: http://www.albertawow.com/layout_maps/sheep%20river%20area%20map.pdf

Definitions and locations of headwaters appear to vary, perhaps, depending on the nature of
the study. In the context of this white paper, rivers’ headwaters refer to the beginning points of
the rivers at locations in K. country; they are identified geographically in survey maps as
follows:
- Elbow River: 26-19-08 W5M (Elbow Lake)
- Sheep River: 22-19-7-W5M (where the Rae and Burns creeks join)
- Highwood River: 13-18-7 W5M (where the Storm and Mist creeks join)
- Bow River: 22-31-18 W5M (Bow Lake)
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Figure 4: Elbow - Sheep Connector
Elbow - Sheep

TRJR

Map source: Google Earth

Figure 5: Elbow - Sheep Current Slope Profile
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Figure 6: Elbow to Sheep, Adjacent Corridor

Connector Channel Outlined in Red: Elbow - Sheep
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Figure 7: Sheep - Highwood Connector
Sheep - Highwood

Map source: Google Earth

Figure 8: Sheep - Highwood Current Slope Profile
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Figure 9: Sheep to Highwood, Adjacent Corridor

Connector Channel Outlined in Red: Sheep - Highwood

Table 3: Elbow, Sheep and Highwood Rivers Headwaters
River

Estimated geographical
location of the headwater

Elbow River
Sheep River
Highwood River

26-19-08 W5M
22-19-7-W5M
13-18-7 W5M
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Distance from proposed joint
reservoir at Sheep River’s
headwater
~ 14 kilometers
Joint reservoir
~ 15 kilometers

1.9 Living with the Rivers
1.9.1 Design Process and Functional Mechanism
The design process involves preparing multi-purpose gated intake channels (gated
conduits) at the headwaters of the Elbow, Sheep and Highwood rivers to direct water from these
three rivers toward the location of a future joint reservoir in the vicinity of the Sheep River
headwater (see “TRJR” in Figure 4). First, to allow for unsafe water in these rivers to be
redirected toward the reservoir, second, collected water would be stored in this “multipurpose
reservoir system” to serve the need for water conservation, to redistribute a calculated amount of
water into the three rivers to satisfy other water usage and needs, and to deal with drought
events.
This reservoir is referred to in this paper as the “Tri-River Joint Reservoir of Alberta”
(TRJR), and the multi-use channels are referred to as “connectors”. This new reservoir, as shown
in Figure 10, would have outlets (discharge dams / flow control) to release certain amount of
water back into the rivers, which would require charting reversed conveyance natural paths.
1.9.2 Project Subsequent Phases
-

The first phase in the plan deals with the three rivers (Elbow, Sheep and Highwood) to
excavate the multi-use channels which start at these rivers headwaters to channel water flow
toward the area of the proposed joint reservoir.
A stipulation in this paper required that the design must allow for an immediate diversion
option and a mechanism to manage sudden unsafe water levels in any or all of these rivers in
case of a flood occurring before mitigation projects are completed, these multi-purpose
channels would serve this requirement (see Sec. 1. 11 for more detail). In comparison to
other options, this could be the least costly, the most practical immediate mitigation plan and
the fastest to construct.

-

-

The second phase involves the construction of the reservoir and charting reversed
conveyance paths in the natural area to release certain amount of water back into the rivers to
maintain a sufficient water level.
Third phase deals with the Bow River (see Sec. 1.13).
Depending on the allocated budget and other considerations these phases could overlap.
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1.9.3 Tri-River Joint Reservoir of Alberta (TRJR) – Symbols Descriptions

[A]

Connector channel between Elbow River headwater and TRJR

[B] Connector channel between Highwood River headwater and TRJR
[1]

[2]

[3]

Outlet gate (dam) from TRJR to Elbow River

Outlet gate (dam) at TRJR feeds into Sheep River
Outlet gate (dam) from TRJR to Highwood River
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Figure 10 : Tri-River Joint Reservoir of Alberta

Tri-River Joint Reservoir of Alberta

A
1
2

Joint Reservoir
3

B

1.10 One Important Relevant Fact
Of special relevance is the fact that “Mother Nature”, through the 2013 flood has affected
and damaged highways (including Highway #40) and bridges infrastructure located in the
Kananaskis area. The following map (Figure 11) provided by the Government of Alberta shows
affected areas. The fact that this damage has occurred in the Kananaskis area implies:
A – A mitigation plan needs to be considered for this area.
B – Inevitably, this would entail some types of construction are necessary to take place in
or around the Kananaskis area.
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Figure 11: Highway #40 and Other Highways Affected by the 2013 Flood

Source: Alberta Flood 2013, Provincial Highways Photos and Video

1.11 In Case of a Sudden Dangerous Flood -The Proposed Mitigation Plan
The instant response and the course of action that can be taken in the case of imminent,
dangerous, unsafe water levels in one or all three rivers occurring before the completion of
mitigation projects is based simply on the immediate opening of the proposed intake gates to
release a calculated amount of water from the three rivers, allowing this water to fill the
connecting channels (green canals) and/or the adjacent area (in the case of the connecting
channels are not completely excavated at the time of the event) in order to spare cities and towns
from potential damages (see Figures 4 & 7).
The length of these proposed connector channels (~30 kilometers), and the width (Ave. 1.0
km.) plus the size of the adjacent areas (the gentle corridors) should be able to accommodate an
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excess volume of water equivalent, or perhaps more than that which caused the 2013 flood, (this
estimate is based on current figures for the required capacity to withstand a harmful flood2).
This approach meets basic sound engineering design, based on calculating the required size
of the area needed to withstand the worst-case scenario plus an extra additional volume as a
safety factor.
A flood that would be diverted to the connector channels or the adjacent area (as shown in
Figure 4,7), in comparison to the damage that was inflected on the City of Calgary and other
communities in Southern Alberta, is harmless, negligible and remediable. Most importantly, this
is a provincial jurisdiction exhibiting minimal usages and far from any facilities or private lands,
therefore, there would be no need to acquire properties or compensate land owners.
Further detailed studies would likely lead to some alterations in the overall design in
relation to the number of the proposed discharge dams. Another practical option is using an
adaptive-capacity multifunctional discharge dam for flow control instead of three separate dams.
To maximize the benefit of this concept, the possibility of future electricity generation should be
studied.
The exact location of the connectors, reverse channels’ paths and their suitability, in
addition to the location of the future joint reservoir would need to be determined upon further
technical studies. However, the principal concept remains the same.
Further detailed data and information on the amount of water contributed by the
headwater zones of the three rivers (watershed areas), water flow index and other tributaries’
shares of water contribution would be needed to guide the final design. Information and data
such as digital elevation models, contributions and yields, hydrologic assessment, hydrologic
modeling and natural sub-region information would be helpful as well.
1.11.1 Alternative and a Practical Option for the Town of High River
Based on this information, in the case of Highwood River and the Town of High River, it
is possible that the Stimson and Pekisko Creeks could be diverted from their point of confluence
to the most suitable area (perhaps a new water storage area – this is more practical and safer
option, and it is an investment in comparison to the proposed idea of just building diversion
channels around the town).

2

Some estimates have indicated that approximately 100 million cubic meters of water would have had to be stored
or retained in order to mitigate the 2013 flood; other estimates showed the need for 150,000 acre-feet of capacity to
prevent overland flooding within the city of Calgary (Alberta Flood Panel, 2013; Alberta Weighs Feasibility, 2013) .
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Figure 12: Stimson and Pekisko Creeks

1.12 The Mighty Bow (the Reeds River “Makhabn”)
Rivers have their own mystical characteristics and fascinating mysteries; how they surge
out from a source, choose and carve majestic paths, gently flow toward their destinations bearing
within a splendid assortment of marvellous lives, carrying and nurturing them throughout their
long journey, then, at a certain point, some rivers choose to come together, merge and surge
toward one destination to come back and carry on the same repetitive cycle; this remains one
startling and inspirational act of nature that has captivated humans throughout many generations.
1.13 Dealing with the Bow
The Bow River has the most diverse and intensive demand for water and it is an essential
part of a solution for improved water management over the long term.
The capability to control stream flows and water supplies from the proposed central
reservoir would provide the option to manage the water level in the Bow by lowering the stream
flow of the Elbow River and synchronizing the flow in the Sheep and Highwood Rivers
simultaneously to achieve practical, safe and balanced water levels in all rivers.
An additional channel to connect the Bow River to Elbow River (see Figure 13), would
facilitate the controlling operation of the water level in the Bow River. the distance between the
two rivers as shown in the map is approximately 9 Km., this would allow for lowering water
level in the Bow by diverting it to the Elbow River before entering the city of Calgary, since the
water level in the Elbow can be already controlled and lowered from the central reservoir.
However, this option would be better evaluated upon having more information to determine the
adequate required volume to maintain a safe and practical water level in the Bow River.
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The capability to control water levels in the three rivers could also help in sparing the
Siksika First Nation’s land.
Figure 13: Connecting the Elbow River to the Bow before Entering Calgary

~9
Km.

Figure 14: Photos of Critically Affected Areas in the city of Calgary
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1.14 Specific Advantages of this Solution
Focusing on inexpensive or “cheap” solutions with limited benefits, would not be the best
approach to this type of enormous flooding and droughts threats. If the flood phenomenon
were to reoccur within the coming five years without having a completed and capable
solution, the questions that must be considered are: What would be the human and financial
cost and effects on the province and the country?, would they be already completely
recovered from the previous floods?
While the fact remains that in practicality there has never been a panacea solution to any
problem, the unique concept of this paper could be seen as an option that is faster, safer,
more practical, and possibly the least expensive, exhibiting a multi-purpose system operating
from one single central reservoir which would provide a capability to manage and control
water flow in three rivers simultaneously by collecting streams of water from these rivers,
channeling them into one central reservoir, then redistributing the collected water in a
systematic fashion, fulfilling the needs for water usages as well as dealing with unsafe floods
and drought events.
This design has taken advantage of three unique features of these rivers: proximity,
accessibility and connectivity (particularly the confluences of the Elbow / Bow, Sheep /
Highwood and Highwood / Bow).
1.15 Summary
1.15.1 System Forward-Thinking, Objectives and Technical Advantages
This paper’s concept facilitates a concurrent progressive management system for four
rivers (Elbow, Sheep, Highwood and Bow) and their effect on downstream communities such
as Siksika First Nation and Tsuu T’ina Nation, alternately, South Saskatchewan River.
Thus, the main and exceptional advantages of this concept is that it deals, in unison, with
several problems concerning multiple communities that were affected by floods and droughts
from a location far away from populations or existing infrastructures and in an area normally
exhibits minimum usages, in addition to the fact that “Mother Nature” could target this
specific area at any time, causing a similar flooding of 2013 or even worst, thus using this
area for a mitigation and future investments project could not be seen as “an invasion of
nature”.
The sudden, fast and furious speed of water and the tremendous damages water is capable
of inflicting; together with the human suffering do not give anyone the opportunity to be
complacent about this issue.
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1.15.1.1 Avoiding the Tunnel Vision Approach
In light of this proposal, the idea of devising separate solutions for each river (with very
few exceptions such as the Town of Canmore) is likely to be more costly and may not
provide a coherent, comprehensive and optimum solution for the ongoing challenges facing
the Province of Alberta (shortage of water, droughts and floods).
The concept of “off-stream” approach is in line with the fundamental concept in this
paper that was developed following the 2013 flood and included, as well, the idea of an offstream centrally located joint reservoir, which was also shared with the Resilience and
Mitigation Flood Recovery Task Force and the affected communities, seeking their feedback,
which was positive in favor of studying this proposal further.
1.15.1.2 The Main Purpose of this White Paper
The main purpose is two-fold, with the first being to pose this question: Do current
proposals including the Springbank Off-stream Reservoir represent the optimum practical
solution for Alberta?
Second, this white paper puts on the table another option that should be studied and
compared. It is important to note that while dry dams have sometimes been used to deal with
floods in few countries (USA and Japan), there is no previous experience with this concept in
Canada. In reality, the fact remains, “we are in a race against time”.
The conceptual approach and preliminary design described in this paper could provide the
following advantages:
 The ability to divert and balance water levels in four rivers simultaneously from one
location utilizing a computerized management and control system.
 Greater control of water levels, water distribution and flow in four critical rivers.
 Better management of water level fluctuation, which has been a challenging issue for a
long time, not only in one river, but, systematically, in multiple rivers.
 Storing water during high flow periods for later use during low flows.
 It is more than just a flood protection plan; it is also investment in the future (developing
a new area for water storage with a possibility of generating electricity).
 It has the potential of being a tourism site plus a recreational area, which would provide a
return on investment.
 The ability to control stream flows in these three rivers from one central location would
make the management of drought events more practical and effective.
 The concept also facilitates the capability to manage and control flows downstream
where communities such as the Tsuu T’ina First Nation and Siksika First Nation, or the
South Saskatchewan River could be affected.
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 The approach in this proposal subscribes to the notion that while we cannot stop floods,
we can control these events by implementing a strategy based on a multi-phase master
plan designed to benefit multiple generations.
 The fundamental cost/benefit argument in this paper is based on a balanced approach that
considers both the aspect of environment sustainability and the fact of natural population
growth. Different citizen’s groups could have different opinions on how lands or the
economy should be managed. However, the discussion in this proposal is not about a
choice between “economy and ecology”, or finding the cheapest solution among different
suggested options, it is about a fact that natural growth in a population is an inevitable
event demands more living space and an increasing amount of various resources and
supplies, particularly water, ironically, it demands, at the same time, a protection from
water!.
 Based on this paper’s concept, the option of underground tunnel for the City of Calgary,
which is surrounded with hydrological uncertainty, could be evaded.
 It is important to realize that the proposed diversion channel for the High River has to be
completed first and become operable in order to be effective, while the concept of the
connecting channels in this proposal does not need these channels to be completed in
order to be used in case of a sudden dangerous flood, but rather, in the case of such an
event the intake gates at the headwaters can be opened immediately and divert the water
through these channels toward the adjacent safe area, as was explained in Sec. 1.11.
 Therefore, it is possible also, based on this paper’s approach, that a flood in the town of
High River could be reduced even before the currently proposed diversion channel is
completed.
 This rapid first response strategy in the case of a sudden flood occurring before being
completely ready for such an event, should be an appealing special feature, since it takes
relatively shorter time to excavate those channels in comparison to the time needed for
building dry dams or diversion channels.
 In addition, the idea of having dams or diversion channels in a close proximity to towns
or within a city does not provide enough time to engage a backup “Plan B”, (if there is
such a plan that was put in place), that is in case a diversion channel or the dry dam did
not provide sufficient protection or there was a breach in the dam. This are the most
critical scientific facts need to be considered when using dams.
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1.15.2 Humanistic Dimension
1.15.2.1 The Human Factor
The term “human factor” in this paper refers to people’s behavior3, including their
expectations and actions, and the psychological effect (emotional and mental) on people and
their levels of productivity and degree of tolerance toward unfulfilled or prolonged expectations
(e.g., uncertainty about the effectiveness of a plan or having to wait for 5 years or more for
promised projects to be completed and functional).
Understanding the human factor effect is crucial in order to avoid finding ourselves
building on false premises and expecting unattainable goals, which could ultimately lead to
disappointing outcomes. Alberta residents and businesses that were affected by the flood are
looking for peace of mind in a well-thought-out, solid, practical and comprehensive master plan.
Past experiences have shown that it is difficult, costly and lengthy process trying to
convince people to sell properties or evacuate homes in case of a natural disaster; however, it is
much less difficult to manage the stream of a river.
There is also the question of the thousands of residents who found themselves
transformed by the tragedy; many of them are experiencing heightened distress, and they worry
about whether an emergency plan is actually in place, and fear that the tragedy of 2013 could
happen again anytime.
1.15.3 Political Dimension
The flood disaster of 2013 has affected many communities, from a political point of
view; any level of government would rather avoid favouring a certain community over others
regarding mitigation plans. Rushed plans, however, could also result in failure, becoming a
financial fiasco.
The June 2013 disaster has been considered a federal issue as much as provincial and
local, since it dealt a significant blow to the economy of a province that represents one of the
most dynamic engines of growth in the nation.
Therefore, the comprehensive plan presented in this paper should appeal to all three
levels of government, and, accordingly, would necessitate their involvement and cooperation in
an effective tripartite initiative, which, in fact, is an immediate and futuristic investment.

3

Psychosocial attempts to explain the way we feel, think, behave and communicate, and the driving forces such as
environment or cumulative experiences. The human factor effect is one of the author’s areas of specialization
besides civil engineering.
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1.15.4 Social, Environmental and Ecological Dimensions
-

-

-

The location of the proposed reservoir does not have to experience the same challenges
facing the suggested locations for the “off-stream” Springbank project or the McLean
Creek Dry Dam, also there could be unknown obstacles and delays associated with the
concept of dry dams. This concept, perhaps, was a suitable option occasionally used in
other countries; however, it is still a foreign concept to Canada.
This paper’s solution would require minimally invasive modifications. It is
environmentally friendly, requiring a familiar type of dams and some earthwork
(removing, filling or relocating earth materials); this kind of infrastructure is not new to
the Kananaskis area. For instance, Highway #40 was constructed adjacent to that area,
dams, such as the Barrier Lake Dam, also were built in the same vicinity, as well
reservoirs, including the one at Upper Kananaskis Lake. The Province of Alberta has
experience in building and managing such infrastructure as well as the required skills and
knowledge for the necessary maintenance operations.
The potential water storage zone is located away from storm drain areas and areas of
human activity, which would provide for cleaner and higher water quality.
This plan facilitates protecting and increasing aquatic resources and it leaves a minimal
ecological footprint (no major diversion or obstruction to rivers, etc.).
The fundamentals and the main aspect in this plan can be perceived as a “New Alberta
Heritage Fund”, to store up one of the most precious commodity of the future “i.e.,
water”, in case of droughts or to fulfil a natural increase in water demands, thus
benefiting current generation. Also, to deal with continued water shortage, and increased
natural needs for both water and electricity, hence, benefiting future generations.

1.16 Final remarks
The City of Calgary has a river monitoring team and the Provincial forecasting team
monitor weather patterns, river flows and mountain snowpack year-round. The Government
of Alberta has developed also an advanced, user friendly warning system, and flood
forecasting with systems to better track rainfall, these are essential elements which are
already in place and useful, as a part of a comprehensive mitigation master plan.
There would undoubtedly be certain technical and engineering challenges with any
approach to mitigation; however, based on the most prevailing critical issues and key
technical and socioeconomic factors at the time of choosing the best option, a wisdom
exercised by the decision-makers, putting the interest of the people first, would guide the
final decisions to the best outcome in serving current and future generations.
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1.16.1 The Fastest, Most Practical, and Perhaps Least Expensive Solution
If the plan presented in this paper would appear to some as “complicated or difficult”, I
submit this as my supplementary and final argument: In our age of advanced technology, and
in a country that has a history of accomplishing significant construction and technological
achievements, such a task is not impossible; however, if it could not be implemented due to
unknown or unconquerable obstacles, one option remains worthy of further study, which is
the concept of diverting water from the three rivers (Elbow, Sheep and Highwood) to a safe
area along the gentle slopes that exist between Elbow Lake and the Highwood headwater, as
was described in (Sec. 1.11), in order to spare cities and towns downstream from dangerous
floods. This option is the least expensive and should not need the 5-year (or perhaps more)
required construction time to complete the other proposed options.

1.17 Copyright
The proposal and technical design in this white paper are the intellectual property of Mr. Emile
Gabriel. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or
transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic
or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the author.
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Tri-River Joint Reservoir (TRJR) of Alberta
Background:
 Developed by Dr. Emile Gabriel, founder of the Comprehensive Flood & Water Management
Council (CFWMC), based in Calgary
 Dr. Gabriel is a civil engineer (PhD in project management) with over 20 years’ experience on
projects in Canada and overseas
 His white paper on the TRJR has been recognized by the UNESCO-IHE (United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization - International Institute of Hydrology and Environmental
Engineering), where he has been invited to continue his research on TRJR
Flood Facts:
 The catastrophic 2013 flood caused over $6 billion in damages; 5 people lost their lives


4 rivers that have historically caused severe and dangerous flooding in southern Alberta:
o Bow River, Elbow River, Sheep River and Highwood River
o 80% of the water volume originates in the mountains, far upstream of our communities



According to the 2014 Provincial Advisory Panel, 100 MILLION CUBIC METERS of water would need
to be stored or retained in order to mitigate the flooding we experienced in 2013. The current
projects undergoing environmental assessment both fall drastically short of the anticipated
requirement:
o Springbank Dry Dam is designed to contain 70 MILLION CUBIC METERS of water
o Alternative: McLean Creek Dam has a design capacity of only 56 MILLION CUBIC METERS
o Both projects are dangerously close to communities in the event of a failure; many
communities are still left unprotected

The Tri-River Joint Reservoir manages ALL 3 Rivers, upstream – it is a
comprehensive and robust solution!
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Tri-River Joint Reservoir (TRJR) of Alberta




Tunnel and flow-through reservoir are the main components for phase I
The reservoir is actually a natural valley 30km long and 1km wide, which encompasses the
headwaters of the Elbow, Sheep and Highwood rivers, at a specific, strategic location
This valley can safely hold 10x the potential volume of the current Springbank Dry Dam proposal

Benefits of TRJR:









Manages all 3 rivers from one central location; contributes to the management of the Bow River
Protects the majority of river communities
Mitigates both flood and water shortage conditions: water can be stored or diverted as needed
Located on Crown land: only one private holding has been identified; no other landowners would
be displaced; no utilities to relocate
Can be built in stages, with immediate pay-off in terms of risk mitigation: building the tunnel first
instantly mitigates flooding of the Elbow River
Tunnel could be in place and useable very quickly (estimated 3-6 months)
Potential for clean, renewable hydro-electric power, infrastructure employment, and recreational
opportunities
Investment for the future

Why haven’t you heard of the Tri-River proposal before?
Unfortunately, this proposal hasn’t yet been given a diligent and thorough review by the current
government. TRJR is represented by a group of dedicated volunteers, passionate about finding a real
solution to the flooding and water shortage issues experienced in southern Alberta. Government
representatives have advised us that we need the power of the people to push this project forward to have
it assessed further.
How you can help:






We invite you to contact us with your feedback, questions or concerns (go to the “Contact Us”
section of our website) – YOU are a stakeholder in this!
Tell your friends, family and colleagues; find us on Facebook and share our page
(https://www.facebook.com/preventingalbertafloods/)
Book a presentation for your group
Volunteer
Contact your municipal, provincial and federal representatives to bring attention to this project
and put the pressure on for further assessment (go to the “How to help?” section of our website
for the links to identify who the elected officials are, for your area)

Thank you!

Website: www.preventingalbertafloods.ca
Petition: http://chn.ge/2xgnsyH
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July 31, 2015
Dear Andrew,
Thank you for your reply of July 10, 2015.
In reference to our conversation of July 20, 2015, where you welcomed receiving a response from Dr.
Gabriel to your concerns and agreed that he can discuss these points of concern in his upcoming
presentations, please be advised that Dr. Gabriel has received, reviewed and addressed your concerns as
follows:


The first point in your letter dealt with the need for more detailed studies including an
environmental assessment, and the numerous engineering difficulties in constructing the
connector channels through mountains.

Response: Dr. Gabriel has, so far, spent more than two years voluntarily contributing his time, effort and
knowledge to this major issue, conducting research, studies and investigations, and providing detailed
and specific information, data and findings in preparation of a badly needed alternative solution that can
benefit the majority of affected communities and deals with all four rivers that cause destructive floods.
The conceptual nature of the TRJR proposal is similar to all other current proposal, a (DBM document),
and any further detailed studies would require the involvement of estimators and other specialized firms
as was done to the other ideas.
In reference to your second part, “the numerous engineering difficulties in constructing the connector
channels through mountains”, please refer to Figure 6 & 9 in P. 15 & 17 in the white paper where it
shows clearly that the nature of the terrain in the chosen area for the connectors is green vegetation
areas and not a rocky mountain.
For that very reason, Dr. Gabriel sent a follow up letter to Minister Phillips on July 6, 2015 requesting
the opportunity to meet with her experts from the Environment and Park`s Department in order to avoid
any unfortunate misunderstanding of the proposal, simplify the comprehensive document through his
PowerPoint presentation and answer subsequent questions.


Second point: a concern about a rise of 600 m. that has to be crossed, and the significant
engineering challenges to drill a tunnel (estimate length 500 m.).

Response: The height, in this case, is actually irrelevant. What is also deemed supportive of this concept
is the fact that within the body of your statement, a solution was provided in your suggestion of using
tunnel or (channel). Please note that the length of the area where you would need a tunnel is about 500
m., and we should be inspired and encouraged by the fact that more than 30 years ago, an ingenuity
displayed by the engineers and the workers building the Canadian national railway was able to drill the
longest tunnel in North America through those mighty mountains, constructing the marvelous Mount
Macdonald Tunnel near Rogers Pass,, a tunnel that is more than 14 Km. long, in comparison to just a
500 m. tunnel to be built using the more advanced technologies of today.


Third concern: construction of significant work in a provincial park would be very
controversial.

Response: this concern has been already addressed in the white paper in P. 29 as follows:

“1.15.4 Social, Environmental and Ecological Dimensions
This paper’s solution would require minimally invasive modifications. It is environmentally friendly,
requiring a familiar type of dams and some earthwork (removing, filling or relocating earth materials);
this kind of infrastructure is not new to the Kananaskis area. For instance, Highway #40 was constructed
adjacent to that area. Dams, such as the Barrier Lake Dam, also were built in the same vicinity, as well
reservoirs, including the one at Upper Kananaskis Lake. The Province of Alberta has experience in
building and managing such infrastructure as well as the required skills and knowledge for the necessary
maintenance operations”.
“Alberta Flood Recovery Task Force has proposed the building of three flood control berms with dry
ponds behind them at the headwaters of the Elbow and Highwood Rivers within K Country”.
Fourth concern: This proposal could only help if the storm was right over the drainage area of the
reservoir. If the storm centre were further south, it would provide very little benefit for Highwood
River.
Response: This point of concern illustrates one more time the importance of having a face to face
discussion to simplify and explain this comprehensive white paper. The approach to flood mitigation
taken by the consulting and designing firms sees the challenge as a river’s issue, thus designing the
Springbank dry dam, focusing on diverting water from the river (Elbow) to a dry dam.
However, in the above statement, flood mitigating is seen as an issue dealing with storms taking place
over certain areas. The PowerPoint Presentation would provide you with an answer to this fundamental
point.
Secondly, perhaps the staff did not have the time to read and understand the entire white paper. It is clear
from this statement also that because we did not have the opportunity to meet and share a productive
discussion, one of the purposes of the multi-function reservoir (TRJR) has been misunderstood, since, one
of the reservoir functions is to lower the water level in four rivers to avoid floods in communities along
these rivers, in addition to the other multifunctional aspect of the reservoir in managing drought
conditions and storing up water for different needs and usages. In other words, this proposed reservoir
would deal with rainfall water using a different approach.


Fifth and last concern: This proposal may violate provincial policy with regards to
interbasin transfer.

Response: This is a “may or may not scenario”. Therefore, in light of the tremendous benefits that can be
gained by implementing this plan, in addition to a potential saving in time and money; such benefits
would give merit to this plan and the cogency of its principles.
Regards,
T.E.G.
On behalf of Dr. E. Gabriel

